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THE BAND STRUCTURE OF A MODEL
OF SPATIAL RANDOM PERMUTATION
YAN V. FYODOROV AND STEPHEN MUIRHEAD
Abstract. We study a random permutation of a lattice box in which each permutation is
given a Boltzmann weight with energy equal to the total Euclidean displacement. Our main
result establishes the band structure of the model as the box-size N tends to infinity and the
inverse temperature β tends to zero; in particular, we show that the mean displacement is of
order min{1/β, N}. In one dimension our results are more precise, specifying leading-order
constants and giving bounds on the rates of convergence.
Our proofs exploit a connection, via matrix permanents, between random permutations
and Gaussian fields; although this connection is well-known in other settings, to the best
of our knowledge its application to the study of random permutations is novel. As a
byproduct of our analysis, we also provide asymptotics for the permanents of Kac-Murdock-
Szego˝ (KMS) matrices.
1. Introduction
A spatial random permutation (SRP) is a probability measure on a set of permutations
which is biased towards the identity in some underlying geometry. Among the most well-
studied models of SRP is the Mallows model [Mal57] in which each permutation π of the set
[[1, N ]] := {1, 2, . . . , N} is assigned weight
P (π) ∝ qinv(pi),
where q ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter and
inv(π) := |{(s, t) : s < t and π(s) > π(t)}|
is the inversion count of π; as is well-known, inv(π) equals the minimal number of adjacent
transpositions required to bring π to the identity, and so the Mallows model can be considered
as a SRP arising from the Kendall tau metric
d(π1, π2) := minimal number of adjacent transpositions required to bring π1 to π2.
In the case q = 1, the Mallows model reduces to the classical model of uniform random
permutation.
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2 THE BAND STRUCTURE OF A MODEL OF SPATIAL RANDOM PERMUTATION
The Mallows model is a particularly tractable SRP because it possesses a certain integrable
structure [GP18]: conditionally on observing the partial mapping (π(i))1≤i≤k, the value of
π(k+1) is distributed geometrically on the ordered set of remaining sites [[1, N ]] \ {π(i) : 1 ≤
i ≤ k}. This Markov-type property greatly facilitates computations, and many statistical
properties of the Mallows model have recently been derived, for instance the distribution
of the longest increasing subsequence [BP15,MS14], and detailed information on the cycle
structure [GP18,Muk16b].
A basic statistical property of particular importance is the band structure of the Mallows
model: if one plots the graph of (i, π(i)), the majority of points lie inside a strip centred on
the diagonal. Moreover, the width of the strip exhibits crossover behaviour: as q → 1 and
N → ∞, the width is the minimum of 1/(1 − q) and N , up to leading-order constants. For
example, if one considers just the mean displacement E[|i − π(i)|], then it is known [BP15]
that there exists a constant c > 0 such that, for each i ∈ [[1, N ]],
cmin
{
q
1− q ,N − 1
}
≤ E[|i− π(i)|] ≤ min
{
2q
1− q ,N − 1
}
. (1.1)
More precise concentration bounds on the displacement |i−π(i)| are also available, see [GP18,
Muk16a].
It has been conjectured [GP18] that many different models of SRPs possess similar sta-
tistical features to the Mallows model. A more general class of SRPs are the Boltzmann
SRPs
P (π) ∝ e−βH(pi), (1.2)
where β ≥ 0 is an inverse temperature parameter andH(π) is an energy function that depends
on the distance from the identity in an underlying geometry; in the infinite-temperature
limit β = 0 this reduces to the uniform random permutation. An important subclass of
Boltzmann SRPs – this time not containing the Mallows model – arises when considering
random bijections on a set of Euclidean particles. To define this subclass, let T be a finite
set of points in Rd and let V : Rd → R+ be a potential function. To each bijection π on the
set T one can associated an energy function
H(π) :=
∑
x∈T
V (x− π(x)),
which defines a model of random bijection via the measure (1.2); we shall refer to this class of
models as random Euclidean bijections. Natural choices for the potential include V (x) = |x|
and V (x) = |x|2, where | · | denotes the standard Euclidean distance on Rd; the latter choice
is particularly important since it is connected to the classical representation of the Bose gas
(see Section 1.1 below).
In this paper we consider the random Euclidean bijection in which the particles are a subset
of the lattice Zd and the potential is the Euclidean distance V (x) = |x|. This model has been
considered previously in the literature, usually within the setting of general potential functions
V and arbitrary rescaled versions of the lattice Zd, see, e.g., [Bet14,BR15,GRU17,Muk16a].
We focus on this particular choice of potential because, as we explain in Section 1.2, the
resulting model possesses a tractable structure which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
yet been identified in the literature. Let us introduce the model formally now.
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Define the size-N lattice box T N := [[1, N ]]d ⊂ Zd. Let πN denote the set of permutations
of the set T N , i.e., the set of bijections π : T N → T N . For each π ∈ πN , define the energy
HN (π) :=
∑
x∈T N
|x− π(x)|. (1.3)
For each N ≥ 1 and β ≥ 0, denote by PNβ the Boltzmann distribution associated to HN with
inverse temperature β:
PNβ (π) :=
1
ZNβ
e−βH
N (pi), (1.4)
where ZNβ denotes the partition function
ZNβ :=
∑
pi∈piN
e−βH
N (pi) =
∑
pi∈piN
e−β
∑
x∈TN
|x−pi(x)|. (1.5)
We are interested in the statistical properties of the random permutation PNβ as N → ∞
and β → 0 at a particular rate. Observe that the regime βNd+1 → 0 is trivial, since for all
bijections π
βHN (π) = β
∑
x∈T N
|x− π(x)| ≤ β|T N |diam(T N ) ≤
√
dβNd+1,
and so if βNd+1 → 0 the model converges to the uniform random permutation on T N in the
sense that
max
pi
|PNβ (π)/PN0 (π)− 1| → 0.
On the other hand, the behaviour of this model in other regimes is rather complex, depending
on a delicate balance between energy and entropy. Further, unlike for the Mallows model, as
far as we know there is no integrable structure to exploit.
Our primarily focus is on the band structure of the model, analogous to (1.1). To this end,
define the mean displacement per site
DNβ :=
1
Nd
∑
x∈T N
E[|x− π(x)|] = 1
Nd
E[HN (π)],
where E[·] is the expectation operator associated to the measure PNβ (note that we have
dropped the explicit dependence on N and β). Our main result establishes the asymptotic
growth-rate of DNβ as β → 0 and N → ∞. Similarly to in (1.1), we observe crossover
behaviour for the band-width; the growth rate of DNβ is the minimum of 1/β and N , up to
leading-order constants.
To state our main result precisely, let us first introduce some asymptotic notation. The
inverse temperature parameter β = β(N) will always be implicitly varying with N . For two
functions f = f(N) and g = g(N) we write f ≪ g or f = o(g) if |f |/|g| → 0 as N → ∞,
and f ≫ g or g = o(f) if |f |/|g| → ∞ as N → ∞. Similarly, we write f ∼ g if f/g → 1 as
N →∞. Finally, we write f = O(g) if there exists a c > 0 such that |f |/|g| < c for sufficiently
large N , and f = Θ(g) if f = O(g) and g = O(f) both hold.
Our first main result establishes the band structure of the model in all dimensions:
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Theorem 1.1 (Band structure of the model). Let d ≥ 1. Then, as N →∞,
DNβ =
{
Θ(1/β), if 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1,
Θ(N), if β = O(1/N).
In dimension one we describe the band structure in a much more precise way, providing
leading-order constants and establishing quantitative bounds on the rate of convergence:
Theorem 1.2 (Leading-order constants and bounds on the rate of convergence). Let d = 1.
Then there exists a smooth non-increasing function f : R+ → R+ such that, as N →∞,
DNβ =


1/β × (1 +O (β1/2)+O ((βN)−1/2)) , if 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1,
Nf(c)× (1 + o(1)), if β ∼ c/N, c > 0,
(N/3 − 1/(3N)) × (1 +O(βN)) , if β ≪ 1/N.
The function f satisfies limc→0 f(c) = 1/3 and f(c) = Θ(1/c) as c→∞, and can be explicitly
characterised in terms of the unique solution hc to the boundary-value ODE on [0, c]
y¨ = − 2
cy
+ y , y˙(0) = y(0), y˙(c) = −y(c) (1.6)
as
f(c) = − d
dc
(
−hc(0)2 +
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log hc(s)− 1
2
(
hc(s) + h˙c(s)
)2
ds
)
. (1.7)
Remark 1.3. We refer to the regime β ∼ c/N as critical, and the regimes 1/N ≪ β and
β ≪ 1/N respectively as supercritical and subcritical. The critical regime for d = 1 was
previously studied in [Muk16a], where the existence of the function f was established and f
was shown to be continuous and strictly decreasing. Our analysis give a new description of the
function f that, in addition, shows that it is smooth and permits an analysis of its asymptotic
behaviour (on the other hand, we are unable to deduce that f is strictly decreasing from
our description, only that it is non-increasing); see Figure 1 for a rough illustration of this
function. The remaining parts of Theorems 1.2, and the entirety of Theorem 1.1, are to the
best of our knowledge completely new. We give more details on connections to the literature
in Section 1.1.
c
f(c)
1/3
Figure 1. A rough illustration of the function f in Theorem 1.2.
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Remark 1.4. As explained in Section 1.3, the representation of the function f in (1.7) arises out
of a variational formula in the setting of large deviation theory for Gaussian fields. In [Muk16a]
the function f was also represented via a variational formula that arose out of large deviation
theory in a different setting (see Section 1.1 for details), and so one consequence of Theorem 1.2
is an equivalence between two ostensibly unrelated variational formulae (see Proposition 1.15).
Remark 1.5. We believe that results analogous to Theorem 1.2 also hold in dimensions d ≥ 2.
Indeed, out of our proof one can extract the existence of a non-increasing function fd such
that, for almost every c > 0, it holds that
DNβ = Nfd(c) × (1 + o(1)), if β ∼ c/N, c > 0.
However, our techniques do not allow us to extend this convergence to all c, nor can we prove
that fd is smooth (except perhaps in odd dimensions, where it is possible that a variant of
our techniques may work); we explain this further in Remark 1.11 below.
Moreover, in the subcritical regime β ≪ 1/N we expect that
DNβ = cdN + o(N),
where cd is the limiting mean displacement in the uniform case, i.e. cd = limN→∞DN0 /N .
This constant is sometimes called the hypercube line picking constant, and can be written as
cd = E[|U1 − U2|],
where Ui are independent random variables uniformly distributed over the hypercube [0, 1]
d.
Integral representations for cd are known [BBC10], but no closed-form expression exists in
general; on the other hand, a simple symmetry argument shows that c1 = 1/3, as in Theo-
rem 1.2.
Remark 1.6. Our techniques are robust enough to apply also to various modifications and
generalisations of the model. First, instead of the lattice box [[1, N ]]d one could work instead in
the more general setting of rescaled lattice domains Zd ∩ND, where D ⊂ Rd is an arbitrary
smooth compact domain and ND = {Nx : x ∈ D}. In this setting we could recover the
results of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 without change to the techniques.
Second, one could dispense with the requirement that the particles be confined to a lattice
and instead work with disordered particles. For example, prior to defining PNβ one could
choose Nd points uniformly at random in the box [0, N ]d and define PNβ by analogy to (1.4).
Then, the results in Theorem 1.1, as well as the critical regime β ∼ c/N in Theorem 1.2, would
still hold with probability tending to one since one can check that the relevant techniques
are still valid for disordered points. On the other hand, our rate-of-convergence results in the
non-critical regimes of Theorem 1.2 depend on precise equal spacing between the particles
(see the analysis in Section 2), and so in the disordered case these results would not follow
from our techniques.
1.1. Connections to the literature. The model that we study has been considered pre-
viously in the literature, notably in [Bet14, BR15, Fic91,GRU17,Muk16a,Muk16b]. In this
section we give an account of this literature, and also discuss related results on a similar
model in which the particles xi are not confined to a lattice, see, e.g., [BU09,EP17].
The most pertinent work is [Muk16a], which gave a detailed treatment of the one-dimensional
model in the critical regime β = cN using the concept of permuton limits. Let us explain the
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content of this work, developed in a somewhat general setting. Consider a random permuta-
tion PN of the set [[1, N ]]. One way to encode the properties of PN is via the induced law on
the set of empirical measures
ν(π) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(i/N,pi(i)/N),
where δ(x,y) denotes a unit δ-mass at the point (x, y) of the unit square S. Observe that every
empirical measure ν(π) is a copula, i.e., a probability measure on S such that the marginals
are uniform probability measures. Let M denote the space of copulas equipped with the
Borel σ-algebra induced by the topology of weak convergence. A permuton is a law (i.e.
probability measure) on M. Denote by µN the permuton induced by the empirical measures
of π under PN .
In [Muk16a,Muk16b], general sequences of SRPs are considered in which the associated
permutons µN converge weakly, as N → ∞, to a permuton limit µ∞. Let us describe the
general setting of this result, and show how it implies Theorem 1.2 in the case β = cN . Let f
be a continuous function on S. For each N ≥ 1 and c > 0 consider the random permutation
on [[1, N ]] defined by
PN (π) ∝ ec
∑N
i=1 f(i/N,pi(i)/N), (1.8)
with µN the associated permuton. Then the main result of [Muk16a] is that, as N →∞, µN
converges weakly to a permuton limit µ, and moreover µ is supported on a single copula ν
that depends on f and c. As a consequence, one deduces that, as N →∞,
1
N
N∑
i
f(i/N, π(i)/N) →
∫
(x,y)∈S
f(x, y) dν(x, y) in probability,
and in particular, letting EN denote the expectation operator associated to PN ,
1
N
N∑
i
ENf(i/N, π(i)/N) →
∫
(x,y)∈S
f(x, y) dν(x, y).
Specialising to the case that f(x, y) = |x − y|, one immediately deduces Theorem 1.2 in the
case that β = c/N .
Although not considered in [Muk16a], the result can likely also be adapted to cover the case
β ∼ c/N , which corresponds to defining the model (1.8) with a varying sequence of parameters
cN → c. It is also likely that the approach could be adapted to higher-dimensional analogues
of (1.8), although additional complications may arise. Such a generalisation would give an
alternative way to prove Theorem 1.1 in the regime β = O(1/N).
The proof in [Muk16a] relies on a large deviation principle, in the spaceM, for the sequence
of permutons associated with the uniform random permutation. Arising naturally out of this
approach is a variational formula for the function f in Theorem 1.2. In particular, one deduces
that f(c) = ddcVP (c), where VP (c) is the solution to the variational problem in the space of
permutons
(V P :P ) maximise
1
c
∫
(x,y)∈S
|x− y| dλ−D(λ‖u) over λ ∈ M,
where D(·‖·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and u denotes the Lebesgue measure on the
unit square. From this formula one readily deduces that f is continuous and strictly increasing.
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We remark that (V P :P ) is quite different to the variational formula for f generated by our
approach (see Section 1.3); on the other hand, both variational formulae ultimately arise out
of large deviation principles, albeit in somewhat different settings.
In [Bet14,BR15,Fic91,GRU17] the model in the case β > 0 fixed was considered, addressing
in particular the question of whether the model has an infinite volume limit. In our setting,
this is the question of whether one can define a measure P∞β on the set of bijections of Z
d
such that the measures PNβ converge to P
∞
β in an appropriate sense as N → ∞. As was
shown in [Bet14,BR15], this is possible for any fixed β > 0 but not in the regime β → 0. It is
natural to expect that infinite volume limits are associated with the convergence of the mean
displacement per site
lim
N→∞
DNβ = c¯β , c¯β > 0,
but we do not pursue this connection here.
As mentioned in the introduction, random Euclidean bijections are of physical importance
since they are related to classical representations of quantum gases. In particular, the ideal
Bose gas is classically represented as a finite set of particles T = (xi)i in a compact set D ⊂ Rd
whose probability density with respect to the Lebesgue measure is given by
f(x1, . . . , xN ) ∝
∑
pi
e−
∑
i |xi−pi(xi)|2 ,
where π runs over all bijections of the particles xi. This is the marginal of the measure on
(xi;π) given by
P (xi;π) ∝ e−
∑
xi
|xi−pi(xi)|2 . (1.9)
Feynman argued [Fey53] that the occurrence of macroscopic cycles in (1.9) is related to the
onset of Bose-Einstein condensation in the ideal Bose gas; this was first shown mathematically
forty years later [S9¨1, S0¨2]. In [BU09, EP17] the model was studied in the case of general
potential
P (xi;π) ∝ e−
∑
i V (xi−pi(xi)),
(the potential V (x) = |x| is included in the class considered in [BU09] at least for d = 3,
but is not included in the class considered in [EP17]). Note that particles in this model are
not confined to a lattice, and instead their positions influence the weighting of the ensemble;
in this sense the ideal Bose gas can be considered as an annealed version of the random
Euclidean bijections we study in this paper. Remarkably, after averaging with respect to the
positions the underlying permutation model turns out to possess an integrable structure that
is not present when the points are fixed [BU09], which greatly facilitates the analysis of the
ideal Bose gas.
1.2. Overview of our analysis: Permutations, permanents and Gaussian fields. In
this section we outline the central ideas of our analysis, which exploits a connection between
SRPs and centred Gaussian fields, via the permanents of certain real symmetric matrices.
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A preliminary observation is the relation between the mean displacement per site DNβ and
the partition function ZNβ introduced in (1.5). In particular, we have the identity
DNβ =
1
Nd
∑
x∈T N
ENβ [|x− π(x)|] =
1
Nd
∑
pi∈piN
PNβ (π)
∑
x∈T N
|x− π(x)|
=
1
Nd
1
ZNβ
∑
pi∈piN
[ ∑
x∈T N
|x− π(x)|
]
e−β
∑
x∈TN
|x−pi(x)|
= − 1
Nd
1
ZNβ
∂
∂β
( ∑
pi∈piN
e−β
∑
x∈TN
|x−pi(x)|
)
= − ∂
∂β
( 1
Nd
logZNβ
)
. (1.10)
In the language of statistical mechanics, this is the usual relation between the mean energy
and the temperature derivative of the free energy associated with a Boltzmann distribution.
We next observe that the partition function ZNβ can be written as the permanent of a
certain symmetric matrix. Recall that the permanent of an n×n matrix A = (Ai,j) is defined
as
perm(A) :=
∑
pi
n∏
i=1
Ai,pi(i).
where π runs over all permutations of the set [[1, N ]]. For each N ≥ 1 and β ≥ 0, one can
write
ZNβ =
∑
pi∈piN
e−β
∑
x∈TN
|x−pi(x)| =
∑
pi∈piN
Πx∈T N e
−β|x−pi(x)| = perm{ANβ } (1.11)
where ANβ = ((A
N
β )x,y)x,y∈T N is the N
d ×Nd symmetric matrix with elements
(ANβ )x,y := e
−β|x−y|.
The final step is to invoke an identity linking the permanent of a symmetric positive-
definite matrix to certain moments of centred Gaussian vectors. Recall that to each n × n
symmetric positive-definite matrix A = (Ai,j)1≤i,j≤n one can associate a centred Gaussian
vector (Xi)1≤i≤n with covariance matrix A, i.e., such that
E[Xi] = 0 and E[XiXj ] = Ai,j .
The following formula is well-known [Fyo06, LW12, PV05]; to the best of our knowledge it
first appeared in [Ree62], and notably was used in [dR98] to resolve the complex case of the
polarisation constant conjecture.
Lemma 1.7 (Reed’s formula). Let A be an n× n symmetric positive-definite matrix. Then
perm(A) = 2−n E
[
Πni=1(X
2
i + Y
2
i )
]
,
where Xi and Yi are independent copies of a centred Gaussian vector with covariance matrix A.
Let us now combine the above observations and apply them to our setting. Observe first
that Lemma 1.7 is applicable to ANβ since one can check that A
N
β is positive-definite for each
N ≥ 1, β ≥ 0 and dimension d ≥ 1. The positive-definiteness of ANβ is a very special feature
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of the potential V (x) = |x| that we consider, and ultimately derives from the fact that the
Laplacian kernel on Rd (also known as the Mate´rn kernel with shape parameter ν = 1/2)
κ(s, t) := e−|s−t| (1.12)
is positive-definite in each dimension d ≥ 1. Another notable Boltzmann SRP with this
feature is the one given by the potential V (x) = |x|2, arising naturally in the study of the
ideal Bose gas (see Section 1.1 above).
The centred Gaussian vector with covariance matrix ANβ has a natural description as the
restriction of a continuous Gaussian field to a rescaled lattice box. Let Ψ denote the station-
ary, almost surely continuous, centred Gaussian field on Rd with the Laplacian covariance
kernel (1.12), i.e., such that
E[Ψ(s)Ψ(t)] = e−|s−t|;
such a Gaussian field exists by Kolmogorov’s theorem. In one dimension, Ψ is the classical
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which as well as being Gaussian also enjoys the Markov property ;
this fact is crucial for obtaining more detailed results in d = 1 (see, however, the comments
in Remark 1.11 below on the existence of a (pseudo-)domain Markov property in all odd
dimensions). For each N ≥ 1 and β > 0, define the rescaled lattice box
T Nβ := β[[0, N − 1]]d ⊂ βZd.
Combining (1.10), (1.11) and Lemma 1.7, we obtain the following identities that underpin
our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2:
Proposition 1.8. For each N ≥ 1 and β > 0,
ZNβ = perm(A
N
β ) = 2
−Nd
E
[
Πx∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
]
and
DNβ = −
∂
∂β
(
1
Nd
logZNβ
)
= − ∂
∂β
(
1
Nd
logE
[
Πx∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
])
,
where X and Y are independent copies of the centred Gaussian field Ψ.
The remainder of the paper is essentially concerned with estimating the quantity
ENβ := E
[
Πx∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
]
, (1.13)
for which we use different techniques depending on the regime and the dimension. Even
though we are unable to compute analytically the derivative of ENβ with respect to β, we can
deduce estimates on DNβ from estimates on E
N
β via the following convexity statement:
Lemma 1.9. For each N ≥ 1, the function
β 7→ 1
Nd
logZNβ
is strictly decreasing and convex on (0,∞).
Proof. It is clear that ZNβ = perm(A
N
β ) is strictly decreasing as a function of β since each
element of ANβ is positive and strictly decreasing in β. Moreover, since the partition function
of a Boltzmann distribution is always log-convex with respect to the inverse temperature, ZNβ
is log-convex as a function of β. 
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As a byproduct of our analysis, we also obtain asymptotic growth-rates for the permanent
of the matrix ANβ which may be of independent interest. In one-dimension such matrices are
often called Kac-Murdoch-Szego˝ (KMS) matrices, and the asymptotics of their permanents
have been considered elsewhere in the literature [LW12].
Theorem 1.10 (Asymptotics for the permanent of KMS matrices). For each d ≥ 1, there
exists a continuous, strictly decreasing, convex function gd : R+ → R satisfying limc→0 gd(c) =
0 and gd(c) = −d log c+O(1) as c→∞, such that, as N →∞,
1
Nd
log perm(ANβ ) =


log(1/βd) +O(1), if 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1,
1
Nd
log((Nd)!) + gd(c), if β ∼ c/N,
1
Nd
log((Nd)!) + o(1), if β ≪ 1/N.
In the case d = 1, the function g1 is smooth, satisfies
g1(c) = −c/3 +O(c2) as c→ 0,
and, as N →∞,
1
N
log perm(ANβ ) =


log(2/β) − 1 +O(β) +O(1/(βN)), if 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1,
1
N log(N !) + g
1(c) + o(1), if β ∼ c/N, c > 0,
1
N log(N !)− β (N/3− 1/(3N)) +O(β2N2), if β ≪ 1/N.
The function g1 has the explicit characterisation
g1(c) = 1− hc(0)2 +
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log hc(s)− 1
2
(
hc(s) + h˙c(s)
)2
ds (1.14)
where hc is the analytic function on [0, c] that is the unique solution to the ODE in (1.6).
Remark 1.11. The functions f and g1 in Theorems 1.2 and 1.10 are related by
f(c) = − d
dc
g1(c);
a rough illustration of g1 is depicted in Figure 2. While we expect an analogous relationship
to hold in higher dimensions, we do not have an explicit representation for gd except in the
case d = 1, and so we are unable to deduce, in general, that the function gd is smooth,
or even continuously differentiable. On the other hand, since gd is continuous and strictly
decreasing it is differentiable almost everywhere, and so we could extend, for almost every
c > 0, the results in the critical regime β ∼ c/N of Theorem 1.2 to the case d ≥ 2. Further,
the explicit representation for g1 in terms of the solution to the ODE in (1.6) is ultimately
due to the Markov property of Ψ in one-dimension (see the analysis in Section 3). Since,
in fact, Ψ satisfies a certain (pseudo-)domain Markov property in all odd dimensions (see,
e.g., [Adl10, Theorem 4.3]), it is possible that a variant of our analysis might extend to these
cases as well.
Remark 1.12. Our analysis of the critical regime β ∼ c/N in one dimension shows that the
(log-)asymptotics of the quantity
ENβ = E
[
Πx∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
]
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c
g1(c)
Figure 2. A rough illustration of the function g1 in Theorem 1.10.
are carried by the event in which Y/X is roughly constant, and indeed we are able to show
that, as N →∞,
1
N
logENβ =
1
N
logE
[
Πx∈T N
β
X2x
]
+ o(1).
This latter expression is what leads us to the representation for g1 in (1.14) in terms of a
one-dimensional variational problem, rather than a two-dimensional variational problem as
one might expect.
Remark 1.13. A comparison with the results of [Muk16a] (see, e.g., Proposition 1.15) would
allow us to deduce that g1 is actually strictly convex. Since we are unable to prove this
property directly from our approach, we prefer to omit it from the statement of our results.
1.3. The variational formula. In this section we discuss the variational formula that is used
to describe the functions gd in Theorem 1.10, and hence also the function f in Theorem 1.2.
As shown in Section 3, this description arises naturally out of the large deviation theory of
Gaussian fields, via the connection between SRPs and Gaussian fields explained in Section 1.2.
Large deviation principles for Gaussian fields involve the notions of entropy and energy
for Gaussian measures, which we recall now. For a domain D ⊂ Rd, let C(D) denote the
space of continuous function f : D → R. By the standard theory of Gaussian fields, to
each stationary, almost surely continuous, centred Gaussian field Ψ on Rd with covariance
kernel κ one can associate a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) (also sometimes called
the Cameron–Martin space) H ⊂ C(Rd); this is formed by completing the space of finite
linear combinations of the covariance kernel
f(·) =
∑
1≤i≤n
aiκ(si, ·) , ai ∈ R, si ∈ Rd,
equipped with the inner product〈 ∑
1≤i≤n
aiκ(si, ·),
∑
1≤i≤n
a′iκ(s
′
i, ·)
〉
H
=
∑
1≤i≤n
aia
′
iκ(si, s
′
i), (1.15)
which satisfies in particular the reproducing property
f(x) = 〈f(·), κ(x, ·)〉H . (1.16)
See [BTA04,Jan97] for background on the RKHS of Gaussian fields.
For each c > 0 one can similarly define the RKHS Hc of the restricted field Ψ|[0,c]d by
restricting the functions in H to the domain [0, c]d. The norms in H and Hc are related by a
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restriction property; namely for f¯ ∈ Hc,
‖f¯‖Hc = inf
f∈H:f |
[0,c]d
=f¯
‖f‖H (1.17)
with the infimum attained by some f ∈ H.
Recall that Ψ denotes the stationary, almost surely continuous, centred Gaussian field
on Rd with covariance
κ(s, t) = E[Ψ(s)Ψ(t)] = e−|s−t|.
Henceforth, let H denote the RKHS of the field Ψ, and for each c > 0, let Hc denote the
RKHS of Ψ|[0,c]d; the respective norms in these spaces are denoted ‖ · ‖H and ‖ · ‖Hc .
In the case d = 1, the Gaussian process Ψ is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and H
is the classical Cameron-Martin space consisting of functions in L2(R) that are absolutely
continuous and whose (weak) derivative is also in L2(R); the norm in H is given by
‖f‖2H =
1
2
(‖f‖22 + ‖f ′‖22) =
1
2
∫
s∈R
f(s)2 + f ′(s)2 ds =
1
2
∫
s∈R
(
f(s) + f ′(s)
)2
ds, (1.18)
where the latter equality is via integration by parts, since f, f ′ ∈ L2 implies that f(s) → 0;
see also Section 3 where we show how (1.18) may be derived. Similarly, the norm in Hc is
given by
‖f‖2Hc =
1
2
(
f(0)2 + f(c)2
)
+
1
2
∫
s∈[0,c]
f(s)2 + f ′(s)2 ds (1.19)
= f(0)2 +
1
2
∫
s∈[0,c]
(
f(s) + f ′(s)
)2
ds.
Explicit descriptions of ‖ · ‖H and ‖ · ‖Hc in higher dimensions are not as simple, although, as
we explain in Section 3, in odd dimensions they can also be represented as integrals over the
function f and its derivatives; this ‘local’ expression for ‖·‖H is related to the (pseudo-)domain
Markov property enjoyed by Ψ in odd dimensions (see Remark 1.11 above).
Define the entropy, or large deviation rate, of a function f ∈ C(Rd) to be
I[f ] :=
{
1
2‖f‖2H, if f ∈ H,
∞, else.
For each c > 0 and each pair of functions f1, f2 ∈ C(Rd) define the energy of the pair to be
Jc[f1, f2] := c
−d
∫
s∈[0,c]d
log(f1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2) ds.
The variational problem in Gaussian space that defines gd arises out of a balance between
energy and entropy:
(V P :G) maximise Jc[f1, f2]− I[f1]− I[f2] over f1, f2 ∈ C(Rd). (1.20)
We analyse the variational problem (V P :G) in Section 3, where we prove in particular the
following properties:
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Proposition 1.14. For each d ≥ 1 and c > 0, the variational problem (V P : G) has a
finite solution V dG(c) that is attained for a pair f1, f2 ∈ C(Rd). The function c 7→ V dG(c) is
continuous, strictly decreasing, convex, and satisfies
lim
c→0
V dG(c) = log 2− 1 and V dG(c) = −d log c+O(1) as c→∞.
Moreover, the function c 7→ V 1G(c) is smooth, satisfies
V 1G(c) = log 2− 1− c/3 +O(c2) as c→ 0,
and has the explicit characterisation
V 1G(c) = log 2− hc(0)2 +
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log hc(s)− 1
2
(
hc(s) + h˙c(s)
)2
ds
where hc is the analytic function on [0, c] that is the unique solution to the ODE in (1.6).
Recall the Gaussian moment ENβ defined in (1.13). In Section 3 we use the classical theory
of large deviations for Gaussian measures to prove that, if β ∼ c/N ,
1
Nd
logENβ = d logN + V
d
G(c) + o(1).
Along with Proposition 1.8 and Stirling’s formula
1
Nd
log((Nd)!) = d logN − 1 + o(1),
this implies that
1
Nd
logZNβ =
1
Nd
perm(ANβ ) =
1
Nd
log((Nd)!) + V dG(c) − log 2 + 1 + o(1), (1.21)
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.10 in the critical regime for gd defined as
gd(c) = V dG(c)− log 2 + 1.
Moreover, in Section 4 we show that (1.21) implies also that, as N →∞,
DNβ = N ×−
d
dc
V 1G(c)× (1 + o(1)),
which also completes the proof of Theorem 1.2 in the critical regime.
In light of the the results in [Muk16a] discussed in Section 1.1 above, an immediate corol-
lary of Theorem 1.2 is the equivalence between the solutions of the two ostensibly distinct
variational formulae (V P :P ) and (V P :G).
Proposition 1.15 (Equivalence of variational formulae). For each c > 0,
VP (c) = V
1
G(c)− log 2 + 1.
We do not have a direct proof of the equality in Proposition 1.15, which in isolation appears
quite mysterious. As we mention in Section 1.1 above, the approach of [Muk16a] can likely
be extended to higher dimensions, which would give an analogous relationship between V dG
and the natural higher dimensional analogues of VP .
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1.4. Open questions and discussion. Our results and methods raise many natural ques-
tions, which we discuss briefly now:
(1) What are the concentration properties of 1
Nd
∑
x∈T N |x−π(x)|? In the one-dimensional
critical regime β = c/N , these can be deduced from the methods in [Muk16a], but the
general case (higher dimensions, non-critical regimes) remains open. One approach
to this would be to estimate higher derivatives of ZNβ , which imply concentration of
the above random variable via a similar argument to (1.10).
(2) Can our results be extended to general potential functions V (x)? As discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2, the connection to Gaussian fields requires the matrixANβ = (e
−βV (x−y))x,y∈T N
to be positive-definite, but this is still true for many other natural potentials, in partic-
ular for the potential V (x) = |x|2 that relates to the ideal Bose gas. One complication
is that, in assessing the band-structure of these generalised models, there is an ad-
ditional natural parameter to include: the scale of the lattice. In other words, one
should consider the generalised model
P (π) ∝ e−β
∑
xTN
V ((x−pi(x))/L),
for which the band-width will depend on all of the parameters β,N and L. Only in
the special case of potential V (x) = |x| are the parameters β and L directly related
via linear rescaling.
(3) Can we say anything about the model in which the potential function V (x) = |x| is
replaced by a periodic version, i.e., V (x) = ‖x‖N , where ‖ · ‖N denotes the Euclidean
distance on the lattice-box T N with periodic boundary conditions? In this model
one loses the connection to Gaussian fields since the analogue of ANβ is no longer
positive-definite. However, various other techniques become applicable, for instance
one can apply the van der Waerden inequality to give an immediate lower bound on
ZNβ = perm(A
N
β ) which is fairly sharp.
(4) A important statistical feature of random permutations is their cycle structure, espe-
cially the lengths of the longest cycles. For our model, a question of major interest
is to determine the scale β, depending on N , on which macroscopic cycles emerge as
N →∞, i.e. such that there are cycles of length comparable to N with non-negligible
probability. Based on considerations of universality, the critical band-width at which
macroscopic cycles emerge should depend on the dimension as
β =


Θ(
√
N), d = 1,
Θ(
√
logN), d = 2,
Θ(1), d ≥ 3.
This is known in the model of the ideal Bose gas in (1.9) [BU09,EP17], and has re-
cently been confirmed for d = 1 also in the Mallows model [GP18]. It is thought that
these scales are also related to the transition between delocalised/localised eigenvec-
tors in random band matrices when the band-width attains a critical size, originally
conjectured in [FM91] (see also the discussion in [GP18]). In light of our results in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, this leads us to the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.16 (Emergence of macroscopic cycles). Let CNβ denote the length of
the longest cycle in the bijection π : T N → T N induced by the law PNβ . Then there
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exists a βc > 0, depending on d, such that as N →∞,
CNβ =


min{Θ(1/β2),Θ(N)}, d = 1,
min{eΘ(1/β2),Θ(N)}, d = 2,
Θ(N), d ≥ 3, β < βc,
Θ(1), d ≥ 3, β > βc.
1.5. Overview of the remainder of the paper. The rest of the paper is organised as
follows. In Section 2 we study the non-critical regimes of the one-dimensional model, and
in particular show how to exploit the Markov property of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to
derivative the rates-of-convergence in Theorem 1.2. In Section 3 we study the critical regime
β ∼ c/N in all dimensions by applying large deviation theory for Gaussian fields. Here we
also study the variational problem (V P :G) that was introduced in Section 1.3 above. Finally,
in Section 4 we derive additional Gaussian estimates that hold in all dimensions, and combine
the analysis to complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
2. The model in one dimension: Kernel expansion
In this section we study the non-critical regimes of the one-dimension model, giving an
estimate on the quantity
ENβ = E
[
Πx∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
]
= 2NZNβ ,
where T Nβ = β[[0, N −1]] ⊂ βZ and Xx and Yx are independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes
(see Section 1.2). In particular, the aim of the section is to prove the following bounds:
Proposition 2.1. If d = 1 then, as N →∞,
1
N
logENβ =
{
log(4/β) − 1 +O(β) +O(1/(βN)), if 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1,
1
N log(N !) + log 2− β (N/3− 1/(3N)) +O(β2N2), if β ≪ 1/N.
The key feature of the one-dimensional model is the fact that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process is Markovian. We exploit this fact by developing a kernel expansion for ENβ ; this
analysis is somewhat reminiscent of methods used in [FM91,FM94,JMOS83,Kac66].
For each t > 0, let et∆ denote the heat semi-group, i.e. the operator on smooth functions
f : R2 → R that acts via
(et∆f)(s1) =
∫
s2∈R2
pt(s1, s2)f(s2) ds2,
where
pt(x, y) :=
1
4πt
e−(x−y)
2/(4t)
is the heat-kernel (i.e. the Gaussian kernel with variance σ2 = 2t).
Proposition 2.2 (Kernel expansion). The quantity ENβ has the kernel expansion
ENβ = 2
N × e
π
× e
−β(1 + e−β)
1− e−β ×
(
eβ(1 + e−β)
e(1 − e−β)
)N
×
∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds,
where
v(s) := |s| exp
{
−1
2
· 1 + e
−β
1− e−β |s|
2
}
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and the operator
K := fet∆f
is a weighted heat semi-group with weight function and ‘time’ given respectively by
f(s) := |s|e 12 (1−|s|2) and t := (1− e
−β)2
4e−β
.
Remark 2.3. Note that although both v and t depend on β, to ease notation we have dropped
the explicit dependence.
Proof. The Markov property of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process implies that, for any s, t ≥ 0,
Xs+t|(Xu)u≤s d= N
(
e−tXs, 1− e−2t
)
,
and so successive conditioning on (Xβi, Yβi) = (xi, yi) yields a representation of E
N
β as the
integral of ΠN−1i=0 (x
2
i + y
2
i ) against the Gaussian density
(2π)−N · (1− e−2β)−(N−1)·
· exp
{
− 1
2
(x20 + y
2
0)−
N−1∑
i=1
1
2(1− e−2β)
(
(xi − e−βxi−1)2 + (yi − e−βyi−1)2
)}
.
Abbreviating si = (xi, yi) and rearranging terms, the above density is equal to
(2π)−N · (1− e−2β)−(N−1)·
· exp
{
− 1
4
(
|s0|2 + |sN−1|2
)
−
N−2∑
i=0
( 1− e−β
4(1 + eβ)
(|si|2 + |si+1|2) + e
−β
2(1− e−2β) |si − si+1|
2
)}
.
Applying the change of variables
si 7→
√
2(1 + e−β)
1− e−β si
yields that ENβ is the integral of Π
N−1
i=0 |si|2 against the density
(2π)−N · (1− e−2β)−(N−1) ·
(
2(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)2N
·
exp
{
− 1
2
(
|s0|2 + |sN−1|2 −
N−2∑
i=0
(1 + e−β
1− e−β
(
|si|2 + |si+1|2
)
+
2e−β
(1− e−β)2 |si − si+1|
2
))}
= (2π)−N · (1− e−2β)−(N−1) ·
(
2(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)2N
· e−(N−1) ·
(
π(1− e−β)2
e−β
)N−1
·
· v(s0)v(sN−1)
N−2∏
i=0
f(si)pt(si, si+1)f(si+1),
which is equivalent to the claimed expression. 
In light of Proposition 2.2, in order to prove Proposition 2.1 it remains to give bounds on
the (iterated) integral ∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds. (2.1)
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In particular, we prove the following:
Proposition 2.4. If β ≪ 1 then,
log
∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds = O(βN) +O(1/β).
Moreover, if β ≪ 1/N then,
log
∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds = log I0 + βN (N/6− 1 + 5/(3N)) +O(β2N3),
where
I0 := π · eN−1 ·N ! ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β +N − 1
)−(N+1)
.
The proof of Proposition 2.4 will be undertaken in the following two subsections. For the
first statement, which is sufficient for our analysis of the supercritical regime, we exploit a
spectral decomposition of the kernel operator K. For the second statement, which we need
for the subcritical regime, the spectral analysis is insufficient, since in this regime the main
contribution to ENβ no longer comes from the principal eigenvalue of K. Instead we use a
series expansion of the heat semi-group to deduce a series expansion of the integral (2.1),
which we then analyse term by term.
Before turning to the proof of Proposition 2.4, let us show how it implies Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. In the regime 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1 combining Proposition 2.2 and the
first statement of Proposition 2.4 yields
1
N
logENβ = log 2 + log
(
eβ(1 + e−β)
e(1− e−β)
)
+O((− log β)/N) +O(1/N) +O(β) +O(1/(βN)).
Since, as β → 0,
log
(
eβ(1 + e−β)
e(1− e−β)
)
= log(2/β) − 1 +O(β),
and
(− log β)/N ≪ O(1/(βN)),
we have the result.
In the regime β ≪ 1/N , combining instead Proposition 2.2 and the second statement of
Proposition 2.4 yields
logENβ = logN ! +N log 2 + β(N − 1)− (N + 1) log
(
1 +
(N − 1)(1 − e−β)
1 + e−β
)
+ β
(
N2/6−N + 5/3) +O(β2N3).
Since
log
(
1 +
(N − 1)(1 − e−β)
1 + e−β
)
= β(N − 1)/2 +O(β2N),
and
(N − 1)− (N + 1)(N − 1)/2 + (N2/6 −N + 5/3) = −N2/3 + 1/3,
we have the result. 
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2.1. Spectral analysis of the kernel. In this section we prove the first bound in Propo-
sition 2.4, applying a spectral analysis of the operator K. We begin with some simple facts
about this operator; here the fact that the weight function f has maximum value 1 attained
on the annulus {|s| = 1} will be crucial.
Lemma 2.5 (Spectral analysis of the operator K).
(1) There exists an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (ϕi)i∈N of K with associated eigen-
values
1 > λ1 > λ2 ≥ . . . > 0
satisfying
‖λi‖2 = 1√
8πt
‖f‖22.
(2) As β → 0,
λ1 = 1−O(β).
(3) Each eigenfunction satisfies
‖ϕi‖1 ≥
√
8πt λi,
and, for every Borel set A ⊆ R2 such that ‖f1Ac‖∞ ≤ λi,
‖ϕi1A‖1 ≥
√
8πt λi × λi − ‖f1A
c‖∞
1− ‖f1Ac‖∞ .
Proof. For 1), remark that K is a Hilbert-Schmidt integral operator with kernel
K(s1, s2) = f(|s1|)pt(s1, s2)f(|s2|).
The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of K is therefore
‖λi‖2 = ‖K‖22 =
∫
f(|s1|)2
∫
pt(s1, s2)
2f(|s2|)2 ds2ds1
=
1
8πt
∫
f(|s1|)2
∫
pt/2(s1, s2)f(|s2|)2 ds2ds1
=
1
8πt
‖f‖42,
where in the third equality we used an explicit computation with the heat-kernel, and in the
last equality we used the fact that the heat-kernel preserves the L1 norm. Moreover, K is
positive-definite since its kernel K is a weighted heat-kernel with positive weights. Finally,
since K is (point-wise) positive, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem the principal eigenvalue is
simple; it is bounded above by 1 since
λ1‖ϕ1‖1 = ‖fet∆fϕ1‖1 < ‖f‖2∞‖et∆ϕ1‖1 = ‖f‖2∞‖ϕ1‖1 = ‖ϕ1‖1,
where the strict inequality in the second step comes from the fact that f = ‖f‖∞ only on the
annulus {|s| = 1} (on which et∆ϕ1 cannot be exclusively supported), and the third equality
holds since the heat-kernel preserves L1 norm.
For 2), we use the min-max formula for principal eigenvalue evaluated against a well-chosen
test function. For each c > 0 define the ball Bc := {s : |s − 1| ≤ c}, and let ϕ1;c and −λ1;c
denote respectively the principal Dirichlet (L2-normalised) eigenfunction and eigenvalue of ∆
in Bc. Applying the min-max formula to ϕ1;c,
λ1 ≥ ‖fet∆fϕ1;c‖2 ≥
(
inf
x∈Bc
f2(x)
)‖et∆ϕ1;c‖2 = ( inf
x∈Bc
f2(x)
)
e−tλ1;c .
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Now observe that f |Bc > 1 − O(c2), t = O(β2), and by the rescaling property of Dirichlet
eigenvalues,
λ1;c = O(c
−2) as c→ 0.
Specialising to c = β1/2 ≫ √t, as β → 0,
λ1 ≥ (1−O(c2))(1−O(t/c2)) = 1−O(β).
For 3), we bound as
λi = ‖λiϕi‖2 = ‖fet∆f‖2 ≤ ‖f‖∞‖pt(·, 0)‖2‖f‖∞‖ϕi‖1 = 1√
8πt
‖ϕi‖1,
where the inequality in the third step is Young’s convolution inequality, and the fourth step
is via an explicit computation with the heat-kernel. Moreover,
λi‖ϕi‖1 = ‖fet∆fϕi1Ac‖1 + ‖fet∆fϕi1A‖1
≤ ‖f1Ac‖∞‖ϕi1Ac‖1 + ‖ϕi1A‖1
= ‖f1Ac‖∞‖ϕi‖1 + (1− ‖f1Ac‖∞)‖ϕi1A‖1.
Rearranging, this gives
‖ϕi1A‖1 ≥ ‖ϕi‖1 × λi − ‖f1A
c‖∞
1− ‖f1Ac‖∞
which, after combining with the lower bound on ‖ϕi‖1, yields the result. 
We can now complete the proof of the first statement of Proposition 2.4.
Proof of Proposition 2.4; first statement. Consider the spectral expansion∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds =
∑
i≥1
λN−1i 〈ϕi, v〉2.
Since λi ∈ (0, 1) by property (1) of Lemma 2.5, this implies the bounds, for each N ≥ 3,
λN−11 〈ϕ1, v〉2 ≤
∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds ≤ ‖λi‖22 sup
i
〈ϕi, v〉2.
Appealing to the properties in Lemma 2.5,
λN−11 〈ϕ1, v〉2 ≥ λN−11 sup
A⊆R2
(
inf
s∈A
v(s)‖ϕ11A‖1
)2
≥ 2πeβ(1− e−β)2λN+11 sup
A⊆R2
(
infs∈A v(s)(λ1 − ‖f1Ac‖∞)
1− ‖f1Ac‖∞
)2
and
‖λi‖22 sup
i
〈ϕi, v〉2 ≤ ‖λi‖22‖v‖22 = 8πt‖f‖42‖v‖22 =
e−β
2π(1− e−β)2 ‖f‖
4
2‖v‖22
(in particular, the lower bound follows from property (3) and the upper bound from Cauchy-
Schwartz and property (1)). To finish, observe that, as β → 0,
log
(
e−β
2π(1 − e−β)2
)
= O(− log β),
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‖f‖2 <∞, and also that ‖v‖2 is uniformly bounded as β → 0. Since 1≪ − log β ≪ 1/β, this
completes the proof of the upper bound. For the lower bound, fix c ∈ (0, 1) and define the
annulus A = {s : |s| ∈ (1− c, 1 + c)}. Then, as β → 0,
inf
s∈A
v(s) ≥ e−O(1/β).
Since moreover ‖f1Ac‖∞ ∈ (0, 1) and λ1 = 1−O(β) by property (1), as β → 0,∫
s∈R2
v(s)KN−1v(s) ds ≥ (1 +O(β))Ne−O(1/β)
which after applying the logarithm completes the proof. 
2.2. Series expansion of the heat semigroup. We turn to the second statement in Propo-
sition 2.4. As mentioned above, in the regime β ≪ 1/N the spectral decomposition is insuf-
ficient since the principal eigenvalue no longer gives the dominant term. Instead we rely on
the (formal) series expansion of the heat semigroup
et∆ = 1 + t∆+
1
2
t2∆2 + . . . (2.2)
to deduce a series expansion of the integral in (2.1), and then identify the dominant terms in
this series expansion. One surprising feature of the resulting expansion is that the dominant
terms turns out to correspond to powers of ∆ that are of order βN2, i.e., with power tending
to infinity (unless we are in the ‘trivial’ regime β ≪ 1/N2). The expansion will be valid only
in the regime β2N ≪ 1, which corresponds to the regime in which the total ‘time’ of the
heat-flow in KN−1 is negligible (since the time parameter t satisfies, as β → 0,
t = β2/4 +O(β3),
and since the heat semigroup acts (N − 1) times).
In general, the expansion in (2.2) is purely formal since the Laplacian operator ∆ is un-
bounded. Nevertheless, in our setting we can formulate a precise meaning using the properties
of Hermite functions, that is, functions of the form, for c > 0 and k ∈ N,
Sk;c := {g : R2 → R : g(s) = p(|s|)e−
c
2
|s|2, p an even polynomial of order at most 2k}.
These functions are well-behaved under the action of both ∆ and the heat semi-group et∆,
as well as their Fourier transforms; we record the relevant properties in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. For each c > 0 and k ∈ N:
(1) Multiplication maps Sk1;c1 × Sk2;c2 into Sk1+k2;c1+c2.
(2) The Fourier transform F maps Sk;c into Sk;1/c.
(3) The Laplacian operator ∆, as well as its Fourier transform, map Sk;c into Sk+1;c.
(4) For each t > 0, the heat semi-group et∆ maps Sk;c into Sk;1/(1/c+2t).
Proof. The first three properties can be verified with a direct computation. The fourth
property is a consequence of the first and second, since et∆ acts in the Fourier space as
multiplication by a Gaussian of variance σ2 = 1/(2t). 
We now verify that we can understand the expansion (2.2) in a ‘weak’ sense under certain
conditions. Here we make use of the abbreviation
〈g1, g2〉 :=
∫
s∈R2
g1(s)g2(s) ds.
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Lemma 2.7. Let g1 ∈ Sk1;c1 and g2 ∈ Sk2;c2, and let Γ be a linear operator that is a finite
composition of function in Sk;c and actions of the Laplacian ∆. Then as long as
2t < 1/c2
it holds that
〈g1,Γet∆g2〉 =
∑
k≥0
tk
k!
〈g1,Γ∆kg2〉.
Proof. Denote by hˆ the Fourier transform of a function h, and by Γˆ the Fourier transform
of the linear operator Γ (these exist since all the functions we consider are smooth and
rapidly decaying). By a Fourier transformation (in particular Parseval’s formula) and a series
expansion of the Gaussian
〈g1,Γet∆g2〉 = 〈gˆ1, Γˆϕ1/(2t)gˆ2〉 =
∫ ∑
k≥0
gˆ1(s)Γˆ
(
(−1)k t
k
k!
|s|2kgˆ2
)
(s) ds,
and similarly∑
k≥0
tk
k!
〈g1,Γ∆kg2〉 =
∑
k≥0
tk
k!
〈gˆ1, Γˆ
(
(−1)k|s|2kgˆ2
)〉 =∑
k≥0
∫
gˆ1(s)Γˆ
(
(−1)k t
k
k!
|s|2kgˆ2
)
(s) ds.
Hence it remains to confirm the validity of interchanging the order of integration and sum in
the above expressions. For this, consider the dominating function
h(s) =
∣∣∣gˆ1(s)Γˆ(∑
k≥0
tk
k!
|s|2kgˆ2
)
(s)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣gˆ1(s)Γˆ(et|s|2 gˆ2)(s)∣∣.
By the properties in Lemma 2.6, et|s|2 gˆ2 lies in the class Sk;c¯ for some k and
c¯ = 1/c2 − 2t,
which is positive exactly when 2t < 1/c2. Again by the properties in Lemma 2.6 (in particular
the closure of the union of the classes Sk;c under convolution and the action of the Fourier
transform of the Laplacian), this implies that h lies in some class Sk;c. Since h is therefore
integrable, the dominated convergence theorem yields the result. 
We now show how Lemma 2.7 implies a series expansion for the integral in (2.1); this
expansion is valid only in the regime β2N ≪ 1. To write the expansion we introduce some
more notation. Recall that [[1, N − 1]] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}. For each k ≥ 0
and t1, t2, . . . , tk ∈ [[1, N − 1]], let 1 ≤ t¯1 ≤ t¯2 ≤ . . . ≤ t¯k ≤ N − 1 be a rearrangement of
(t1, t2, . . . , tk) in ascending order, and let i1, . . . , ik+1 denote the sequence of ‘gaps’ in t¯i, i.e.,
i1 = t¯1 − 1, i2 = t¯2 − t¯1, . . . , ik = t¯k − t¯k−1, ik+1 = (N − 1)− ik.
Further, define
v¯(t1, t2, . . . , tk) = 〈v, f2ik+1+1∆f2ik∆ . . . f2i2∆f2i1+1v〉,
remarking that Lemma 2.6 implies that v(t1, t2, . . . , tk) is well-defined and finite.
Proposition 2.8. If β2N ≪ 1 then the following holds eventually as N →∞:
〈v,KN−1v〉 =
∑
k≥0
1
k!
tk
∑
t1,...,tk∈[[1,N−1]]
v¯(t1, t2, . . . , tk).
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Proof. Let n1, n2, . . . , nN−1 be a partition of k that may include zeros. Then by expanding
et∆ into its series (2.2), we have the formal equivalence
〈v,KN−1v〉 =
∑
k≥0
tk
k!
∑
partitions n1,...,nN−1
k!
n1! · . . . · nN−1!〈v, f∆
n1f2∆n2f2 · · · f2∆nN−1fv〉.
(2.3)
Suppose for a moment that this formal equivalence is valid; we show how it implies the
proposition. Notice that the set of such partition can be mapped bijectively to the set of gaps
i1, . . . , ik+1 in such a way that
〈v, f∆n1f2∆n2f2 · · · f2∆nN−1fv〉 = 〈v, f2ik+1+1∆f2ik∆ . . . f2i2∆f2i1+1v〉.
Moreover, for each such partition there are precisely
k!
n1! · . . . · nN−1!
choices of t1, . . . , tk such that
v¯(t1, t2, . . . , tk) = 〈v, f∆n1f2∆n2f2 · · · f2∆nN−1fv〉.
This gives the equivalence of the two expressions in Proposition 2.8.
We now argue that the formal equivalence in (2.3) is valid if β2N ≪ 1. Note that vf and f2
are contained in Sk;c for k = 2 and c equal to 1 + (1 + e−β)/(1 − e−β) and 2 respectively.
Arguing by induction on N , it is enough to show the equivalence of
〈g1,Γet∆g2〉 =
∑
k≥0
tk
k!
〈g1,Γ∆kg2〉
for any g1 ∈ Sk1;c1 , g2 ∈ Sk2;c2 where
c2 < 2N + 2
1 + e−β
1 − e−β ,
and any linear operator Γ as in the statement Lemma 2.7 (the sufficiently of the upper bound
on c2 comes from the multiplication property in Lemma 2.6 and the form of vf and f
2 noted
above). Applying Lemma 2.7, this is valid as soon as
2t < 1/c2 <
1
2N + 21+e
−β
1−e−β
.
Since
2t
(
2N + 2
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)
= (β2N + 2β)× (1 + o(1)),
this holds exactly in the regime β2N ≪ 1. 
We next show how to analyse the series expansion in Proposition 2.8. For this we use a
precise recurrence relation for the action of ∆ on the monomials within the class Sk;c, i.e.,
the functions
gk;c(s) = |s|2ke−
c
2
|s|2 .
Lemma 2.9. For each k ≥ 0,
∆gk;c(s) = c
2gk+1;c(s)− 2c(2k + 1)gk;c(s) + 4k2gk−1;c(s).
Proof. This can be verified with a direct computation. 
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The recurrence relation in Lemma 2.9 has the consequence that the series expansion in
Proposition 2.8 can be written as a sum over integrals of the form
Ik := 〈v, |s|2kf2N−2v〉 =
∫
|s|2kv2(s)f2N−2(s) ds,
and so as a preliminary we evaluate such integrals.
Lemma 2.10. For each −N ≤ k ≤ N ,
Ik = π · eN−1 · (N + k)! ·
(1 + e−β
1− e−β +N − 1
)−(N+k+1)
;
note in particular that this agrees with I0 as defined in Proposition 2.4. If β ≪ 1/N and
|k| ≪ N then, as N →∞,
Ik = I0 · (N + k)!
N !
·
(
1− e−β
1 + e−β
)k
· eO(kβN).
Proof. By the definition of f and v, and using a change of variables, we may express Ik as
Ik = e
N−1
∫
|s|2ae−b|s|2 ds
for the parameters
a = N + k and b =
1 + e−β
1− e−β +N − 1.
The latter integral can be evaluated exactly as πa!/ba+1, which gives the exact value of Ik.
The asymptotics are then straightforward to deduce. 
We are now ready to analyse the terms in the series in Proposition 2.8.
Proposition 2.11. If β ≪ 1/N then, as N →∞,
t
∑
t1∈[[1,N−1]]
v¯(t1) = I0 · β ·
(
N2/6 −N + 5/3) · eO(βN).
Moreover each k ≥ 2 satisfies
tk
∑
t1,...,tk∈[[1,N−1]]
v¯(t1, . . . , tk) = I0 ·
(
βN2/6
)k · eO(k2/N)+O(kβN).
Proof. Lemma 2.9 implies that v(t1, . . . , tk) is given by summing, over all configurations
b1, b2, . . . , bk ∈ {−1, 0,+1}k ,
the expression
Ia1−a−1 ×
∏
1≤i≤k
((1 + e−β
1− e−β + 2t¯i − 1
)2
1{bi=1} (2.4)
−
(1 + e−β
1− e−β + 2t¯i − 1
)
·
(
4
(
t¯i −
∑
j<i
bj
)
+ 2
)
1{bi=0}
+ 4
(
t¯i −
∑
j<i
bj
)2
1{bi=−1}
)
,
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where a1, a0 and a−1 denote the number of bi that equal 1, 0 and −1 respectively. Fix for a
moment the configuration bi, and sum (2.4) over all choices of ti. The result is, in the case
k = 1,
Ib1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)2a1+a0
· (N − 1)a1 · (−2(N2 − 1))a0 · (2N(2N2 − 3N + 1)/3)a−1 · eO(βN),
and in the case k ≥ 2,
Ia1−a−1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)2a1+a0
·Na1 · (−2N2)a0 · (4N3/3)a−1 · eO(k2/N)+O(kβN),
where one error arises since
1 + e−β
1− e−β + 2t¯i − 1 =
1 + e−β
1− e−β · (1 +O(βN))
and the other arises since∑
t1,...tk∈[[1,N−1]]
∏
1≤i≤k
(
1{bi=1} −
(
4
(
t¯i −
∑
j<i
bj
)
+ 2
)
1{bi=0} + 4
(
t¯i −
∑
j<i
bj
)2
1{bi=−1}
)
= (N − 1)a1 ·
(
− 4
∑
i≤N−1+O(k−1)
ti − 2(N − 1)
)a0 · (4 ∑
i≤N−1+O(k−1)
t2i
)a−1
= (N − 1)a1 · (−2(N2 − 1))a0 · (2N(2N2 − 3N + 1)/3)a−1 · (1 +O((k − 1)/N))k
= Na1 · (−2N2)a0 · (4N3/3)a−1 · (1 +O(k/N))k .
We now sum over all configurations bi. In the case k = 1 this yields
t
∑
t1∈[[1,N−1]]
v(t1) (2.5)
= t
∑
b1∈{1,0,−1}
Ib1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)2a1+a0
· (N − 1)a1 · (−2(N2 − 1))a0 · (2N(2N2 − 3N + 1)/3)a−1 · eO(βN)
=
t(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
∑
b1∈{1,0,−1}
Ib1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)b1
· (N − 1)a1 · (−2(N2 − 1))a0 · (2N(2N2 − 3N + 1)/3)a−1 · eO(βN).
Recall that Lemma 2.10 implies that
I1 · 1 + e
−β
1− e−β = I0 · (N + 1) · e
O(βN) and I−1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)−1
= I0 · 1
N
· eO(βN).
Hence (2.5) is equal to
I0 · t(1 + e
−β)
1− e−β
∑
b1∈{1,0,−1}
(N2 − 1)a1 · (−2(N2 − 1))a0 · (2(2N2 − 3N + 1)/3)a−1 · eO(βN)
which in turn is equal to
I0 · t(1 + e
−β)
1− e−β
(
N2/3− 2N + 5/3) · eO(βN).
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Since
t(1 + e−β)
1− e−β =
(1− e−β)(1 + e−β)
4e−β
= β/2 +O(β2) (2.6)
we have the result in the case k = 1.
Turning now to the case k ≥ 2, summing over all configurations bi gives
tk
∑
t1,...,tk∈[[1,N−1]]
v(t1, t2, . . . , tk)
= tk
∑
a0+a1+a−1=k
k!
a0!a1!a−1!
· Ia1−a−1 ·
(
1 + e−β
1− e−β
)2a1+a0
·Na1 · (−2N2)a0 · (4N3/3)a−1 · eO(k2/N)+O(kβN)
=
(
tN2(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)k ∑
a0+a1+a−1=k
k!
a0!a1!a−1!
· Ia1−a−1 ·
(
N(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)a1−a−1
· (−2)a0 · (4/3)a−1 · eO(k2/N)+O(kβN)
Since Lemma 2.10 implies that
Ia1−a−1 ·
(
N(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)a1−a−1
= I0 · eO(k2/N)+O(βN),
this is equal to
I0 ·
(
tN2(1 + e−β)
1− e−β
)k ∑
a0+a1+a−1=k
k!
a0!a1!a−1!
(−2)a0 · (4/3)a−1 = I0 ·
(
tN2(1 + e−β)
3(1− e−β)
)k
,
and by (2.6) we have the result also in the case k ≥ 2. 
Combining the above analysis, we complete the proof of Proposition 2.4.
Proof of Proposition 2.4: second statement. By Propositions 2.8 and 2.11,
〈v,KN−1v〉 =
∑
k≥0
1
k!
tk
∑
t1,...,tk∈[[1,N−1]]
v(t1, t2, . . . , tk)
= I0 ·
(
1 + β · (N2/6−N + 5/3) · eO(βN) +∑
k≥2
1
k!
(βN2/6)keO(k
2/N)+O(kβN)
)
.
To analyse the above expression, we split into the cases (i) β ≪ 1/N2 and (ii) β = Θ(1/N2)
or β ≫ 1/N2 (possibly by extracting two subsequences, for instance). In the first case it is
clear that ∑
k≥2
1
k!
(βN2/6)keO(k
2/N)+O(kβN) = O(β2N4)
and so
log〈v,KN−1v〉 = log I0 + β ·
(
N2/6−N + 5/3) +O(β2N3),
which gives the statement.
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In the second case, by splitting the sum at k = ⌊βN2⌋ one can see that
1 + β · (N2/6−N + 5/3) · eO(βN) +∑
k≥2
1
k!
(βN2/6)keO(k
2/N)+O(kβN) = eβN
2/6+O(β2N3),
and hence
〈v,KN−1v〉 = I0 · exp
{
βN2/6 +O(β2N3)
}
,
which gives the statement. 
3. The critical regime: Large deviations and variational problems
In this section we study the Gaussian expectation ENβ in the critical regime β ∼ c/N via
large deviation techniques. The initial aim of this section is to prove that the asymptotics of
ENβ are governed by the solution V
d
G to the variational problem (V P :G):
Proposition 3.1. Let V dG be as in Proposition 1.14 and let c > 0 and β ∼ c/N . Then, as
N →∞
1
Nd
logENβ = d logN + V
d
G(c) + o(1).
The secondary aim is to undertake an analysis of the function V dG, and in particular es-
tablish the properties listed in Proposition 1.14. In dimension one our analysis rests on the
applicability of the classical Euler-Lagrange methods of the calculus of variations. This, again,
is ultimately due to the Markov property of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
3.1. Large deviation theory: Varadhan’s lemma. Our proof of Proposition 3.1 is based
on an application of Varadhan’s lemma in the setting of centred Gaussian measures on sepa-
rable Banach spaces. Let us begin by recalling the relevant elements of the theory now.
Rather than work in the most general setting, let us specialise immediately to the case
relevant to us. Recall from Section 1.2 that Ψ denotes the centred, almost surely continuous
Gaussian field on Rd with covariance given by the Laplacian kernel (1.12). Recall also from
Section 1.3 the entropy functional I associated to Ψ. For each c > 0 we denote by Ic the
analogous entropy function on f ∈ C[0, c]d, defined by
Ic[f ] =
{
1
2‖f‖Hc , if f ∈ Hc,
∞, else.
Equip the set C[0, c]d with usual topology generated by the sup-norm. Since this space is
compact, it is well-known [DV76] that Ψ|[0,c]d satisfies a large deviation principle (LDP) with
rate function given by Ic; more precisely,
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logP(Ψ|[0,c]d/
√
n ∈ A) ≤ − inf
f∈A
Ic[f ] , A ⊂ C[0, c]d closed
and
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log P(Ψ|[0,c]d/
√
n ∈ A) ≥ − inf
f∈A
Ic[f ] , A ⊂ C[0, c]d open.
It was shown in [Var66, Section 3] (see also [ER82, Theorem 1.4]) that the existence of
the LDP implies a version of Varadhan’s lemma for sequences of converging functionals that
satisfy a set of conditions. Again we state this result only in the case relevant to us, that of
functionals on the product space C[0, c]d × C[0, c]d:
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Theorem 3.2 (Varadhan’s lemma; see [Var66, Section 3]). Fix c > 0 and let sn be a scale
satisfying sn →∞ as n→∞. Let X and Y be two independent copies of Ψ|[0,c]d. Let (Fn)n∈N
and F be functionals on C[0, c]d × C[0, c]d satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) As n→∞,
Fn[fn, gn]→ F [f, g]
for all functions (fn)n∈N, (gn)n∈N, f, g ∈ C[0, c]d such that
‖fn − f‖∞ → 0 and ‖gn − g‖∞ → 0; and
(2)
lim
L→∞
lim sup
n→∞
1
sn
logE
[
enFn[X/
√
sn,Y/
√
sn]
1Fn[X/
√
sn,Y/
√
sn]≥L
]
= −∞.
Then
lim
n→∞
1
sn
logE[esnFn[X/
√
sn,Y/
√
sn]] = sup
f1,f2∈C[0,c]d
F [f1, f2]− Ic[f1]− Ic[f2].
Moreover, if F is lower semicontinuous on C[0, c]d×C[0, c]d, then the supremum is finite and
attained at some point in C[0, c]d × C[0, c]d.
We now show how to apply Theorem 3.2 to extract the asymptotic growth-rate of ENβ . Fix
c′ > c > 0 and assume that β ∼ c/N . Recall the set T Nβ and observe that, for sufficiently
large N , T Nβ ⊂ [0, c′]d; henceforth we will take N sufficiently large such that this property
holds. Define the functional
FN [f1, f2] =
1
Nd
∑
x∈T N
β
log(f1(x)
2 + f2(x)
2) , f1, f2 ∈ C[0, c′]d
observing in particular that the domain of FN are functions in C[0, c
′]d and not C[0, c]d; this
is necessary since T Nβ may not lie in [0, c]d in general. Notice also that
ENβ = E
[ ∏
x∈T N
β
(X2x + Y
2
x )
]
= eN
d logNd
E[eN
dFN [X/
√
Nd,Y/
√
Nd]] (3.1)
where X and Y are independent copies of Ψ|[0,c′]d .
Interpreting FN as a Riemann sum, define also a limiting version of FN :
F [f1, f2] =
1
cd
∫
s∈[0,c]d
log(f1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2) ds , f1, f2 ∈ C[0, c′]d.
Since β ∼ c/N and f1, f2 are continuous, by the Riemann sum approximation of the Riemann
integral on compact sets, the functionals FN converge to F in the sense that the first condition
of Theorem 3.2 holds. Furthermore, the second condition of Theorem 3.2 follows from the
fact that, for all ν > 0, there exists C such that, for sufficiently large N ,
max{FN [f1, f2], F [f1, f2]} ≤ ν
(‖f1‖22 + ‖f2‖22)+ C , f1, f2 ∈ C[0, c′]d.
Finally, F is readily seen to be continuous. Hence all the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are
satisfied for this choice of FN and F .
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. By equation (3.1) and an application of Theorem 3.2 with the set-
ting sn = N
d,
lim
N→∞
(
1
Nd
logENβ − logN
)
= lim
N→∞
1
Nd
logE[eN
dFN [X/
√
Nd,Y/
√
Nd]]
= sup
f ′1,f
′
2∈C[0,c′]d
F (f ′1, f
′
2)− Ic′(f ′1)− Ic′(f ′2),
where the supremum is finite and attained for some f ′1, f
′
2 ∈ [0, c′]d. Recalling the energy
functional Jc from Section 1.3, to complete the proof it remains only to show that
sup
f ′1,f
′
2∈C[0,c′]d
F [f ′1, f
′
2]− Ic′ [f ′1]− Ic′ [f ′2] = sup
f1,f2∈C(Rd)
Jc[f1, f2]− I[f1]− I[f2],
and that the supremum on the right-hand side is attained for some f1, f2 ∈ C(Rd). This
follows from the fact that F [f ′1, f
′
2] = Jc[f
′
1|[0,c]d , f ′2|[0,c]d], and the restriction property of the
norm ‖ · ‖H stated in (1.17). 
3.2. Analysis of the variational problem. We proceed to analyse the function V dG, and in
particular prove Proposition 1.14. Let us begin with some properties that are an immediate
consequence of Proposition 3.1:
Lemma 3.3. The function V dG(c) is non-increasing and convex.
Proof. By Proposition 1.8 and Lemma 1.9, the function
vN : c 7→ 1
N
logENc/N − d logN
is strictly decreasing and convex for each N ∈ N. By Proposition 3.1, V dG is the pointwise
limit of vN as N →∞, and hence V dG is also non-increasing and convex. 
Remark 3.4. Note that we deduced the convexity of V dG(c) from the convexity of E
N
β ; it seems
difficult to establish this property directly from the definition of V dG.
Next we establish basic properties of V dG that hold in all dimensions, including continuity
and the asymptotic behaviour as c→ 0 and c→∞. In particular, we prove the following:
Proposition 3.5. The function c 7→ V dG(c) is continuous. Moreover, as c→ 0,
V dG(c) = log 2− 1 + o(1),
and, as c→∞,
V dG(c) = −d log c+O(1).
Corollary 3.6. The function V dG(c) is strictly decreasing.
To prove Proposition 3.5 we rely on some additional facts about the norm ‖ · ‖H. Recall
the Laplacian kernel defined in (1.12) as
κ(s, t) = e−|s−t|.
The Fourier transform of κ lies in L2(R
d), and is given by
ρ(x) = c0
(
1
1 + (2πx)2
)(d+1)/2
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for a normalising constant c0 > 0 depending on the dimension; ρ is sometimes called the
spectral density of Ψ. The standard theory of RKHS (see, e.g., [BTA04, Eq.(2.4), p.67]) then
gives that
‖f‖2H = ‖fˆ /
√
ρ‖22 =
1
c0
∫
x∈Rd
(1 + (2πx)2)(d+1)/2 fˆ(x)2 dx, (3.2)
where fˆ denotes the Fourier transform of f . In the case d = 1, this leads directly to (1.18)
since
‖f‖2H =
1
2
∫
x∈R
fˆ(x)2 + (2πxfˆ(x))2 dx =
1
2
(‖f‖22 + ‖f ′‖22) ,
where in the last equality we applied Parseval’s formula. One also sees that, in odd dimensions,
‖f‖H can be expressed as an integral over the first (d+1)/2 derivatives of f , which is related
to the (pseudo-)domain Markov property mentioned in Remark 1.11.
The above representation of ‖ · ‖H has the following easy consequences:
Lemma 3.7. There exists a number c1 > 0 such that
‖f‖H ≥ ‖f‖∞ and ‖f‖H ≥ c1‖f‖2.
Moreover, for each δ > 0 there exists a function f˜ ∈ H satisfying, for all c sufficiently small,
f˜ ≥ 1[0,c]d and ‖f˜‖2H ≤ 1 + δ.
Finally, there exists a number c2 such that, for each c > 1, there is a function f¯ ∈ H satisfying
f¯ ≥ 1[0,c]d and ‖f¯‖2H ≤ c2c−d.
Proof. By the reproducing property of the kernel (1.16) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
f(x) = 〈f(·), κ(x, ·)〉H ≤ ‖κ‖H‖f‖H = ‖f‖H,
where we used the fact that ‖κ‖H = 1 (as can be seen from (1.15)). Moreover, since the
spectral density ρ is bounded above, by (3.2) there is a c1 > 0 such that
‖f‖2H = ‖fˆ /
√
ρ‖22 ≥ c1‖fˆ‖22 = c1‖f‖22.
For the second statement, let f˜(s) =
√
1 + δκ(0, s) =
√
1 + δe−|s|, which satisfies
‖f˜‖H =
√
1 + δ‖κ(0, ·)‖H =
√
1 + δ,
where again we used the fact that ‖κ‖H = 1 by (1.15). Setting c sufficiently small such that
e−c > 1/
√
1 + δ
we have in addition that f˜ ≥ 1[0,c]d, as required.
For the final statement, fix c2 > 0 and take f¯ to be the Fourier transform of 1[−c2/c,c2/c]d .
If c2 is sufficiently small then f¯ ≥ 1[0,c]d for all c > 1. Moreover, there is a c3 > 0 such that
the spectral density ρ on 1[0,c]d is bounded below by c3. Hence, by (3.2), for some c4 > 0,
‖f¯‖2H = ‖fˆ /
√
ρ‖22 ≤ c−13 ‖1[−c2/c,c2/c]d‖2 ≤ c4c−d. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Recall the description of V dG as the solution of the variational prob-
lem (V G : G). We begin by establishing the upper bounds for the asymptotic statements.
Since ‖f‖H ≥ ‖f‖∞ by Lemma 3.7, we have
V dG(c) ≤ sup
f1,f2∈C(Rd)
log(‖f1‖2∞ + ‖f2‖2∞)−
1
2
‖f1‖2∞ + ‖f2‖2∞
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which is equal to
sup
k1,k2>0
log(k21 + k
2
2)−
1
2
(k21 + k
2
2) = sup
k>0
log k − k
2
.
Optimising over k > 0, the maximum occurs at k = 2 which yields the upper bound
V dG ≤ log 2− 1.
Similarly, since ‖f‖H ≥ c1‖f‖2, by Lemma 3.7, we have
V dG(c) ≤ sup
f1,f2∈C(Rd)
1
cd
∫
s∈[0,c]d
log(f1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2) ds − c
2
1
2
∫
s∈Rd
f1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2 ds
which is equal to
sup
k1,k2>0
log(k21 + k
2
2)−
c21c
d
2
(k21 + k
2
2) = sup
k>0
log k − c
2
1c
d
2
k.
Optimising over k > 0, the maximum occurs at k = 2c−d/c21 which yields the upper bound
V dG ≤ −d log c+O(1).
We turn now to the lower bounds. For the first statement, fix δ > 0 and set f˜ as in
Lemma 3.7. Fix k > 0 and set f1 = kf˜ and f2 = 0. Then, by its definition as a supremum
over all f1 and f2, V
d
G(c) is bounded below by∫
s∈[0,c]d
1
cd
log(k2f˜2) ds − 1
2
‖kf˜‖2H.
Since, for sufficiently small c > 0,
kf˜ ≥ k1[0,c]d and ‖kf˜‖2H ≤ k2(1 + δ),
the above is at least, for sufficiently small c > 0,
2 log k − 1 + δ
2
k2.
Setting k2 = 2/(1 + δ) yields the lower bound
V dG ≥ log 2− 1− log(1 + δ) ≥ log 2− 1− δ.
Since δ > 0 was arbitrary, we have that V dG ≥ log 2− 1 + o(1) as c→ 0.
For the second statement, fix c1 > 0 as in Lemma 3.7, and for each c > 1, let f¯ be the
function guaranteed to exist by the same lemma. Fix k > 0 and set f1 = kf¯ and f2 = 0.
Then, arguing as above, V dG(c) is bounded below by∫
s∈[0,c]d
1
cd
log(k2f¯2) ds − 1
2
‖kf¯‖2H.
Since
kf¯ ≥ k1[0,c]d and ‖kf¯‖2H ≤ c1k2c−d,
the above is at least
2 log k − c1
2
k2c−d.
Setting k = c−d/2 yields the lower bound V dG ≥ −d log c+O(1).
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It remains to establish continuity. For each c > 0 let f c1 and f
c
2 denote functions that
maximise the variational problem (V P :G) for the parameter c, and observe that, for each
c1, c2 > 0,
|V dG(c2)− V dG(c1)| ≤ maxc=c1,c2 |Jc2 [f
c
1 , f
c
2 ]− Jc1 [f c1 , f c2 ] |.
Since the modulus of continuity of Jc[f1, f2] is controlled by max{‖f1‖∞, ‖f2‖∞}, to establish
the continuity of V dG it is enough to show that the quantity
k(c) = max{‖f c1‖∞, ‖f c2‖∞}
is locally bounded. To finish, we again use that ‖f‖H ≥ ‖f‖∞ by Lemma 3.7 to upper bound
V dG(c) = Jc[f
c
1 , f
c
2 ]− I[f c1 ]− I[f c2 ] ≤ log 2 + 2 log k(c) − k(c)2.
Since we have already established the existence of a c1 > 0 such that V
d
G(c) ≥ −d log c − c1
for all c > 0,
k(c)2 − 2 log k(c) ≤ d log c+ c1 + log 2,
which proves that k(c) is locally bounded. 
Proof of Corollary 3.6. The convexity of V dG (by Lemma 3.3) implies that V
d
G may only fail
to be strictly decreasing if it is constant on [c,∞] for some c > 0. However, this contradicts
the fact that V dG(c)→ −∞ as c→∞, as shown in Proposition 3.5. 
We turn now to the one-dimensional case in which a more detailed analysis can be carried
out. In particular, we have the following ODE representation:
Proposition 3.8. For each c > 0, the function V 1G has the explicit characterisation
V 1G = log 2− hc(0)2 +
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log hc(s)− 1
2
(
hc(s) + h˙c(s)
)2
ds, (3.3)
where hc is the analytic function on [0, c] that is the unique solution to the ODE in (1.6).
Proof. By the definition of Jc and the representation of Ic in (1.19), V
1
G(c) can be written as
sup
f1,f2∈Hc
{
− 1
4
(f1(0)
2 + f1(c)
2 + f2(0)
2 + f2(c)
2)
+
∫
s∈[0,c]
1
c
log(f1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2)− 1
4
(f1(s)
2 + f˙1(s)
2 + f2(s)
2 + f˙2(s)
2) ds
}
,
where Hc is the space of absolutely continuous function on [0, c] with derivative in L2[0, c].
Switching to polar coordinates, the expression to be maximised is a decreasing function of |θ˙|,
and so any maximiser must have θ constant. Hence it remains to analyse the one-dimensional
variational problem
sup
r∈Hc,r>0
−r(0)
2 + r(c)2
4
+
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log r(s)− 1
4
(
r(s)2 + r˙(s)2
)
ds. (3.4)
Fixing for a moment r(0) and r(c), and widening the class of admissible r to all positive
absolutely continuous functions on [0, c], the above problem is in the standard setting of the
calculus of variations (see, e.g., [Dac08]) since the Lagrangian
L(r, r˙) = −2
c
log r +
1
4
(r2 + r˙2)
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is smooth, strictly convex with non-degenerate second derivatives, and is coercive.1 The
standard theory (see, e.g., [Dac08, Theorems 4.1 and 4.36]) yields the existence of a smooth r
that maximises the variational problem and satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations; being
smooth, this solution also maximises the variational problem in the space Hc.
The Euler-Langrange equation for r reads
∂
∂r
(
2
c
log r(s)− 1
4
r(s)2
)
=
d
ds
(
∂
∂r˙
(
−1
4
r˙(s)2
))
with boundary conditions
∂
dr
(
−r(s)
2
4
) ∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
∂
dr˙
(
− r˙(s)
2
4
) ∣∣∣∣
s=0
and
∂
dr
(
−r(s)
2
4
) ∣∣∣∣
s=c
= − ∂
dr˙
(
− r˙(s)
2
4
) ∣∣∣∣
s=c
.
Simplifying these conditions, one sees that r satisfies the boundary-value ODE
r¨ = − 4
cr
+ r , r˙(0) = r(0) , r˙(c) = −r(c).
Setting y = r/
√
2 recovers the ODE in (1.6), and substituting into (3.4) establishes (3.3).
It remains to show that (1.6) has a unique solution that is analytic. To show uniqueness,
consider that r¨ is strictly increasing in r, and since also r˙(0) is increasing in r(0), each of r, r˙
and r¨ are strictly increasing in r(0). Hence the quantity
Z(r(0)) = (r˙(c) + r(c))− (r˙(0) − r(0)) = r(0) + r(c) +
∫ c
0
r¨(s) ds
is strictly increasing in r(0), and since the solution satisfies Z(g(0)) = 0, it is unique. Ana-
lyticity follows from the Cauchy–Kowalevski theorem. 
We can exploit the ODE representation in Proposition 3.8 to show that V 1G is a smooth
function of c:
Proposition 3.9. Both hc and h˙c vary smoothly with c, and hence V
1
G(c) is smooth.
Proof. By standard methods for autonomous ODEs one can rewrite (1.6) as
y˙2 = y2 − 4
c
log(y/y(0)) , y(0) = y(c). (3.5)
To analyse (3.5), we first argue that the unique solution hc is symmetric and concave, and
hence can be represented implicitly on x ∈ [0, c/2]. The symmetry of hc is immediate from
the uniqueness of the solution, since hc(c− x) also satisfies (1.6). Moreover, h¨c ≤ 0 since, as
we argued in the proof of Proposition 3.8, h¨c is increasing in hc, and necessarily h¨c ≤ 0 when
at the global maximum.
Next, we introduce the parameters (a1, a2) = (hc(0), hc(c/2)) which, by solving (3.5),
determine the implicit function representation for hc via∫ hc(x)
a1
dy√
y2 − 4c log(y/a1)
=
{
x, x ∈ [0, c/2],
c− x, x ∈ [c/2, c],
From (3.5), (a1, a2) are the unique solution in R
2
+ of the smooth non-linear system
G1(a1, a2; c) = 0 and G2(a1, a2; c) = 0
1I.e. there exist α1, α2 > 0, α3 ∈ R and p2 > p1 ≥ 1 such that L(u, u˙) ≥ α1|u|
p1 + α2|u˙|
p2 − α3.
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where
G1(a1, a2; c) = a
2
2 −
4
c
log(a2/a1) and G2(a1, a2; c) = − c
2
+
∫ a2
a1
dy√
y2 − 4c log(y/a1)
.
Finally, since G1 and G2 vary smoothly with c, uniqueness implies that the parameters (a1, a2)
do also, and hence so does the solution hc. Given (3.5), we see that h˙c also varies smoothly
with c, and hence so does V 1G. 
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 1.14:
Proof of Proposition 1.14. In light of Lemma 3.3 and Propositions 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9 and Corol-
lary 3.6, it remains only to show that
V 1G(c) = −c/3 +O(c2) as c→ 0.
Let h be the unique solution to the ODE (1.6) (dropping the explicit dependence on c for
simplicity). We begin with an a priori estimate on h(0). As in the proof of Proposition 3.9,
h¨ ≤ 0 and h¨ is increasing in h. Since moreover h˙(0) = h(0) and so h ∈ [h(0), h(0) + ch(0)],
we deduce the following bounds on h¨:
− 2
ch(0)
+ h(0) ≤ h¨ ≤ − 2
ch(0)(1 + c/2)
+ h(0)(1 + c/2). (3.6)
From the boundary conditions in (1.6),∫
s∈[0,c]
h¨(s) = h˙(c)− h˙(0) = −2h(0),
and so (3.6) yields
− 2
ch(0)
+ h(0) ≤ −2
c
h(0) ≤ − 2
ch(0)(1 + c/2)
+ h(0)(1 + c/2).
Simplifying, this demonstrates that
1
(1 + c/2)(1 + c/2(1 + c/2))
≤ h(0)2 ≤ 1
1 + c/2
and in particular
h(0) = 1 +O(c) , as c→ 0. (3.7)
By iterating (1.6), one can deduce from (3.7) and (1.6) that, for all k ∈ N,
h(k)(0) = O(c−⌊k/2⌋) , as c→ 0,
where h(k) denotes the kth derivative of h. Since h is analytic, this implies the following
expansion for h valid on s ∈ [0, c]:
h(s) = h(0)
(
1 + s− s
2
ch(0)2
)
+O(c2).
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Putting this into (3.3), and using a Taylor expansion of the logarithm,
V 1G(c) = log 2 + 2 log h(0) − h(0)2
+
∫
s∈[0,c]
2
c
log
(
1 + s− s
2
ch(0)2
+O(c2)
)
− 1
2
h(0)2
(
2− 2s
ch(0)2
+O(c)
)2
ds
= log 2 + 2 log h(0) − h(0)2
+
∫
s∈[0,c]
2s
c
− 2s
2
c2h(0)2
− 2h(0)2 + 4s
c
− 2s
2
c2h(0)2
+O(c) ds
= log 2 + 2 log h(0) − h(0)2 +
(
3− 4
3h(0)2
− 2h(0)2
)
c+O(c2).
Since h(0) = 1 + tc for some tc = O(c), and again using a Taylor expansion of the logarithm,
V 1G(c) = log 2 + 2tc − 2tc +
(
3− 4
3
− 2
)
c+O(c2) = log 2− c/3 +O(c2). 
4. Completing the proof of the main results
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.10, and show how Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
are an easy consequence. For this, it remains to study the subcritical regime in the case d ≥ 2.
4.1. The subcritical regime in high dimensions. The main result of this section is:
Proposition 4.1. If 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1 then
1
Nd
logENβ = log(1/β
d) +O(1).
Before we prove Proposition 4.1 we state two auxiliary lemmas. The first is a simple bound
on the permanent of a positive matrix, which can be directly verified from the definition. The
second is a general ‘persistence’ bound for positively-correlated Gaussian fields.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a positive N ×N matrix. Then
perm(A) ≤
∏
i
ri,
where ri denotes the row-sum of the i
th row of A.
Lemma 4.3. Let D ⊂ Rd be a compact domain, and let Ψ be an almost surely continuous
centred Gaussian field on Rd with covariance kernel satisfying
κ(s, t) = E[Ψ(s)Ψ(t)] > 0
for all s, t ∈ D. Then there exists a c > 0 such that as t→∞ eventually
P[g|D > t] > e−ct2 .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that g has unit variance and that {0} ∈ D.
Since D is compact, we may define
c1 = inf
s∈D
κ(0, s) > 0.
By Gaussian regression, conditionally on the value of g(0) = ℓ,
g(s) = ℓκ(0, s) + h(s),
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where h is an independent almost surely continuous centred Gaussian field. Hence, given the
definition of c1, the event {g|D > t} is implied by
{g(0) > 2t/c1} ∩ {‖h‖∞ < t},
and so
P[g|D > t] ≥ P(‖h‖∞ < t) · (1− Φ(2t/c1)) ,
where Φ denotes the standard Gaussian cdf. To finish, since ‖h‖∞ is almost surely finite,
P(‖h‖∞ < t) > 1/2
for sufficiently large t, and we get the result. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We begin with the upper bound. Applying Lemma 4.2,
1
Nd
logENβ =
1
Nd
log perm(ANβ ) + log 2 ≤ max
i
log ri +O(1),
where ri denotes the row-sum of the i
th row of A. The row sums of ANβ are bound above by
the Riemann sum
Rβ =
∑
z∈βZd
e−|z|.
Since the function z 7→ e−|z| is integrable, the Riemann sum Rβ satisfies, as β → 0,
Rβ = Θ(β
−d),
which gives the result.
Turning now to the lower bound, recall that T Nβ = β[[0, N − 1]]d ⊂ βZd, and partition T Nβ
into at most 2(βN)d disjoint sets Si all of diameter at most 2. Define a matrix A¯
N
β via
(A¯Nβ )s,t =
{
(ANβ )s,t, if s, t belong to a common set Si,
0, else.
Then by the definition of the permanent,
1
Nd
logENβ =
1
Nd
log perm(ANβ ) + log 2 ≥
1
Nd
log perm(A¯Nβ ) + log 2.
Recall that Ψ denotes the stationary, almost surely continuous, centred Gaussian field on Rd
with the Laplacian covariance kernel (1.12). Observe that by Lemma 1.7
perm(A¯Nβ ) = 2
−Nd∏
i
E
[
Πx∈Si(X
2
x + Y
2
x )
]
,
recalling also that, for a Gaussian vector, coordinates being uncorrelated are equivalent to
them being independent. Hence we deduce that
1
Nd
logENβ ≥
1
Nd
∑
i
logE
[
Πx∈Si(X
2
x + Y
2
x )
]
≥ 1
Nd
∑
i
logE
[
Πx∈SiX
2
x
]
,
Applying Lemma 4.3, and since the diameters of Si are bounded and Ψ is stationary, there
is a c > 0 such that, for all sufficiently small β > 0 and all i,
E
[
Πx∈SiX
2
x
]
≥ E[Πx∈SiX2x ∣∣X|Si > β−d/2]P[X|Si > β−d/2] ≥ (1/βd)|Si|e−cβ−d
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Hence
1
Nd
logENβ ≥
1
Nd
log(1/βd)
∑
i
|Si| − c
(βN)d
#{Si},
and since
∑
i |Si| = Nd and #{Si} ≤ 2(βN)d, we conclude that
1
Nd
logENβ ≥ log(β−d) +O(1). 
4.2. The proof of the main results. We are now ready to complete the proofs of the main
theorems; we begin with Theorem 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. This is a combination of Propositions 1.8, 1.14, 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1. 
We now demonstrate that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are an easy consequence of Theorem 1.10.
For this we need the following auxiliary lemma, which demonstrates that bounds on convex
function imply bounds on its derivative.
Lemma 4.4. Let f : R+ → R be C2 and convex, and suppose that there exist f−, f+ : R+ → R
such that f− ≤ f ≤ f+. Then, for each x ∈ R+,
f ′(x) ∈
[
sup
δ∈(0,x)
f−(x)− f+(x− δ)
δ
, inf
δ>0
f+(x+ δ) − f−(x)
δ
]
.
Proof. We prove the upper bound; the proof of the lower bound is similar. Suppose for
contradiction that for some δ > 0
f ′(x) >
f+(x+ δ) − f−(x)
δ
.
Then, since f is convex (and so in particular f ′ is non-decreasing),
f(x+ δ) − f(x) ≥ δf ′(x) > δ × f
+(x+ δ)− f−(x)
δ
= f+(x+ δ)− f−(x),
which is in contradiction with f− ≤ f ≤ f+. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the regime 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1. Since β 7→ ZN (β) is smooth and
log-convex, we can apply Lemma 4.4 to the function F (β) = − 1
Nd
logZN (β). By Proposi-
tion 1.8 and Theorem 1.10, there exists a c1 > 0 such that, as N →∞, eventually
F (β) = d log(β) + θ(β), where θ(β) ∈ [−c1, c1].
Applying Lemma 4.4 with the setting
δ = β(1− e−2c1/d)/2 < β,
yields the existence of c2, c3 > 0 such that
c2/β < F
′(β) < c3/β,
and hence F ′(β) = Θ(1/β). By Proposition 1.8, this shows that DNβ = Θ(1/β) as required.
The fact that DNβ = Θ(N) in the regime β = O(1/N) follows, since by Proposition 1.8 and
Lemma 1.9 the function β 7→ DNβ is non-decreasing and is bounded above by N . 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we apply Lemma 4.4 to the function
F (β) = − 1
Nd
logZN (β). Appealing to Proposition 1.8 and the bounds in Theorem 1.10, in
the regime 1/N ≪ β ≪ 1 there exists a c1 > 0 such that, as N →∞, eventually
F (β) = log(β)− log(2) + 1 + θ(β), where θ(β) ∈ [−c1/(βN), c1/(βN)],
and we use the setting
δ = max
{
β3/2, (β/N)1/2
}≪ β
to deduce via Lemma 4.4 that
F ′(β) = β−1 +O(β−1/2) +O(β−3/2N−1/2).
Whereas in the regime β ≪ 1/N we have instead that
F (β) = − 1
N
log(N !) + β(N/3 − 1/(3N)) + θ(β), where θ(β) ∈ [−c1β2N2, c1β2N2],
and we use the setting
δ = β/2 < β
to deduce via Lemma 4.4 that
F ′(β) = N/3 − 1/(3N) +O(βN2);
by Proposition 1.8 this completes the proof in the non-critical regimes.
In the critical regime β ∼ c/N , Theorem 1.10 shows the existence of a e1N → N such that,
as N →∞, eventually
F (β) = −g1(βN) + θ(β), where θ(β) ∈ [−e1N , e1N ].
Fixing a scale e2N → 0 such that e2N ≫ e1N and applying Lemma 4.4 with the setting
δ = e2N/N ≪ β,
we deduce
F ′(β) = −N d
dc
g1(c) + o(N);
again by Proposition 1.8 this completes the proof that DNβ = N
d
dcg
1(c). The claimed prop-
erties of f(c) := − ddcg1(c) are then direct consequences of the already established proper-
ties of g1 in Theorem 1.10. In particular, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the fact that
g1(c) = −d log c+O(1) implies that f(c) = Θ(1/c) as c→∞. 
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